
MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  May 22, 2020 
 
TO:   All 8989 Gainey Ranch Condominium Homeowners/Residents 
 
FROM: 8989 Gainey Ranch Condominium Association Board 
 
SUBJECT: 8989 POOL RULES - REMINDER 

 
Summer has arrived! Our community pool has reopened! 
 
We would like to take this opportunity to remind our residents there is no lifeguard on duty 
at the pool, and it is important residents follow basic pool safety rules. All persons using 
the pool or spa do so at their own risk. The HOA and GRCA management are not 
responsible for accidents and injuries. 
 
To that end, please take the time to read the 8989 Pool Rules posted on one of the towers 
located at the pool. These rules cover ten items that are important for the health and 
safety of our residents, compliance with Maricopa County and City of Scottsdale 
regulations and consideration for those who live around the pool and pool users. 
 
Because of some recent incidents and complaints, the Board would like to stress the 
importance of a few specific pool rules: 
 

1. Absolutely NO GLASS items of any kind permitted in the pool area; 
2. Pool entrance gates MUST remain closed and locked at all times; 
3. Children age 14 and under MUST be accompanied by an adult, and infants under 

the age of 1 are not allowed in the pool or spa; 
4. NO running, NO excessive noise, and NO diving allowed; 
5. Absolutely NO PETS are allowed in the pool area at any time; 
6. Pool hours are from 7:00 am to 10:00 pm. 

 
Please do not prop or jam open the gates and remember to check to ensure the gate is 

locked when you enter or leave the pool area. If unlocked/open gates were to be found 

during a county or city inspection, our pool permit could be revoked and the pool closed for 

up to 90 days. 

Please do not bring glass objects of any kind into the pool area. If any broken glass is found, 

the city and county require us to close and drain the pool to remove any glass shards. This 

is a lengthy and very costly process. 

Please do not use the pool fountain for diving. The tiles are slippery and can get dislodged 

and broken. We do not want anyone injured. 

We request owners advise their guests and visitors of the importance of following the posted 

pool rules. 

Thank you for your cooperation. Please remember to practice pool safety! 


